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243  PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE, By Ken Grant. Fresh from the American Philatelic Research Library’s Golden Anniversary celebration, Ken looks at the 50-year genesis of the APRL, those who imagined it and created it.

246  FROM THE LIBRARIAN’S DESK, By Scott Tiffney. In case you weren’t able to be there in person as so many patrons were, APRL Librarian Scott Tiffney provides a recap of the events of that busy November 2–3 weekend.

250  LIBRARY NEWS, By Sergio Lugo. Preceding his detailed news reports at what several philatelic libraries in North America are doing this fall and winter to make the season bright, Sergio examines current thinking of professionals on best practices for the care and treatment of stamp auction catalogs.

257  SEARCH METHODS 101, By Scott Tiffney. Scott revisits eight of the best tried and tested tools for philatelic researchers from the past two years and previews an exciting new focus for the columns ahead for 2019.

264  WHAT BELONGS IN A PHILATELIC JOURNAL? WHAT DOESN’T?, By Ken Lawrence. This August, the U.S. Philatelic Classics Society Chairman’s Chatter published an interview with the experienced and esteemed editor of the society’s quarterly Chronicle of the U.S. Classic Postal Issues, in which he described the recent trend toward “articles … more focused on biographical details of a sender or recipient, rather than the route, rate or markings” as “an unfortunate diversion.” Ken Lawrence offers a different view.

268  THE BOOKSELLER OF BRADFORD, By Abhishek Bhuwalka. HH Sales Limited, is one of the few full-time philatelic literature dealers in the world. Today, the firm that Harry Hayes founded continues with the man he trained to evaluate books, Casper Pottle, who offers insights into the past, present and future of the business.

278  REVISIONS — ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENTS TO THE JOURNAL OF THE PHILATELIC LITERATURE SOCIETY, By Abhishek Bhuwalka An update for the issue of October 1909 to our Third Quarter “Hidden Treasures” feature.
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